e5™
Banca Bench

e5 Banca Bench – A Modular Soft Seating Solution
Inviting Interaction.

The e5™ Banca Bench can transform any work setting into a space that
enhances collaboration while accommodating the myriad of ways people
work.
From a coordinated soft seating option within an e5 private office, to adding
additional seating within a shared workstation, to a full social seating space
that supports larger groups and media, the modularity of the e5 Banca
Bench allows unlimited design options to create attractive and functional
work areas.
Creating a highly engaging and comfortable workspace just got easier with
the e5 Banca soft seating options.
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e5 Banca Bench
A New Meaning to
Comfort.
1. Complementary to the e5™
product line.

The e5 Banca Bases and Tables are available
in the same six TFL options as the Mayline®
e5 product line. The Bases use the same e5
Cabinet Legs (available in Silver, Black and
White) or select the Base with casters (Black
only).

2. Aesthetically pleasing.
SEAT/BACK CUSHION WITH OPEN STORAGE

Upholstered cushions for the seats and
benches (seat/back combo) are available
in all Momentum® fabrics as well as the
Customer Owned Material (COM) program
to be visually appealing to most workspace
environments.

3. Social butterfly.

e5 Banca Bench and Tables are great for
informal meetings, kicking back with
colleagues, swapping stories or just sharing
good conversations and ideation – all while
providing a comfortable, functional space
that invites interaction.

compliant

The e5 Banca Bench meets ANSI/BIFMA
performance criteria. All components are
made in the USA with the same high quality
standards as Mayline’s e5 workstations.

multi-tasker

Mobile or stationary, e5 Banca Bench is a
modular soft seating solution that doubles
for open storage – accommodating the
overflow storage needs of the work
environment.

complementary

Incorporate within e5 workstations or private
offices, along with e5 storage elements to
create attractive and functional spaces. Add
other Mayline® products such as Cohere™
Occasional Tables or Keep™ Modular Walls to
accommodate the way people work, share
ideas and socialize.

1-PC SEAT/BACK CUSHION

4. Easy to specify.

Only two model numbers are needed for
ordering either an e5 Banca Bench or Table.
1. Determine the base size (24”, 36” or 48”).
2. Select the laminate wood base on legs or
casters.
3. Select appropriate Table Top to complete
the Table.
4. Select the Seat Cushions only or the Seat/
Back Frame/Cushion combo to complete
the Bench.
BASE WITH TOP FOR TABLE WITH STORAGE
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